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Welcome to the first volume of the Kent Student Law Review, a student-led 
publication aiming to provide a platform to promote the philosophy of Kent 
Law School and the unique work undertaken by its students! We seek to 
publish theoretically informed critical legal scholarship that situates law in 
society, completed by the best students and subjected to rigorous peer-
review by students and academics. Our aim is to provide students with the 
opportunity to enter the world of academia and publishing whilst at 
undergraduate level, and to support the postgraduate community by 
affording them the opportunity to have their work published. Finally, we feel 
that the work produced by some undergraduates is of such an exceptional 
quality that it requires recognition and celebration. The Kent Student Law 
Review is in such a position to show the legal community the unique, diverse 
and intellectual stimulation that the University of Kent provides, which sets us 
apart from the vast majority of black letter institutions across the country. 
We are extremely grateful to Kent Law School for its continuous support 
and guidance. We would also like to thank Professor Rosemary Hunter, Dr 
Vicky Conway and Anne Bottomley who constituted the Review Committee 
during the past academic year and graciously helped us to make this first 
publication possible. Finally, we would like to extend our thanks to all of those  
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who submitted articles to us, for without them there would no be Law Review 
in the first place.  
 
Editorial Board, 
Kent Student Law Review, 
30th September 2014. 
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